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ABSTRACT

Audio key estimation is the basis on which various
musical tasks can be performed. We introduce a sys-
tem that divides it into two parts: convert audio to
MIDI, and key estimation based on MIDI files. For
the former, a deep learning model, the autoencoder,
is used to detect melody and obtain MIDI data. For
the latter, we adopt the method based on the analysis
of musical structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main idea of our method is to use the pattern of
music structure as far as possible to identify the key,
so we need to extract melody from the audio. We
adopt the network proposed in [1], namely MSnet.
This is a lightweight network for melody detection,
which consists of encoder, decoder and classifier. The
input of MSnet is the CFP representation of audio,
and the high-level representation is obtained by the
encoder, and then the existence of melody and saliency
frequency map are obtained by classifier and decoder
respectively. The melody line can be obtained by com-
bining the existence of melody and saliency frequency
map. We submitted two systems listed in Table 1, the
difference is that the training data of autoencoder is
different.

Submission ID Training Dataset
DX1 MIR-1K[2], MedlyDB[3]
DX2 MedlyDB

Table 1. An overview of the submitted systems.

After extracting the MIDI data, we analyze the mu-
sic elements such as the main melody, intervals, notes,
bars, and chords to estimate the key according to the
composition rules.
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2. PROPOSED METHODS

Extracting melody from audio is to learn the map-
ping between a real-valued, dense matrix that repre-
sents the input audio and another relatively sparser
matrix that represents the melody line. It is simi-
lar to semantic pixel-wise segmentation of images, so
MSnet adopts a structure similar with SegNet[4] in
image segmentation. As shown in Figure 1, the input
of the model is the CFP representation of the audio.
The high-level feature of the audio is obtained by the
encoder, and the saliency frequency map is obtained
by the decoder. Since the melody does not exist in all
frames, the network predicts the existence of melody
by the classifier. By concatenating the saliency fre-
quency map with the existence of melody, the melody
line can be detected.

Figure 1. Model structure

After obtaining MIDI data from the melody line,
the analysis of musical structure is performed, which
includes the analysis of the musical elements such as
main melody, intervals, notes, bars, and chords.

After analyzing above elements, the system obtains
the tonic and mode of the input audio file.
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